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For 4> e H°°, let <j> = xF be its inner-outer factorization. Our main result is that if there exists X e C such that X factors as X = XiX2 • • .Xn, each X,-an inner function, and if F -X is divisible by each X,-, then \T¡p\ -Mxl n \Tp\ . The key step in the proof is Lemma 2, which is a curious result about nilpotent operators.
One corollary of our main result is that if X(z)=2", zz 2 1, then {T¿\ ' = \Tx\ ' n \TpV, another is that if <f> e H°° is univalent then j T¡p\ = \TZ\ . We are also able to prove that if the inner factor of 4> is X(z)=z", zi 2 1, then ÍT^I =\T s\ where s is a positive integer maximal with respect to the property that 2n and F(z) are both functions of zs. We conclude by raising six questions. It is well known that if f £ H2 then there is a function / e L2(T) such that fire ) converges almost everywhere to / ie' )• X e H°° ls sa^ t0 be an inner J. A.DEDDENS AND T.K.WONG function it \y ie' )| = 1 almost everywhere (or equivalently, if Tx is an isometry).
Every inner function y has a factorization yiz) = e'">rB(z)S(z) with \el"^\ = 1
where B(z) is a Blaschke product of the form 00 la, I a -z ß(2) = zn Yl -±-J__, 0 < |0t | < 1, Proof. Since T lower triangular is equivalent to T upper triangular, which in turn, is equivalent to the subspaces M = 27 » © X invariant for T , it suffices to prove that T leaves zVI invariant. Since T commutes with SU+, T commutes with S*U* and hence with S*"+ t/*n+ . Thus T* leaves invariant the null space of S*,+1U*n+1. Because S has dense range, S*"+1 is one-toone, and null(S*n+1i/*»+1) = null(t/*"+1) = Mn.
Hence T is lower triangular.
The following lemma is essential for our main result. Proof. It clearly suffices to prove the result for V = t/+ on H = l^iK). If T commutes with 5 and t/+ then it obviously commutes with SU+. So assume that T commutes with SU+. Lemma 1 implies that T has a lower triangular operatorvalued matrix on K. Since S has dense range and commutes with i/+, it follows that A 4 0 and that 5 = ^~_nX I/". We need only show that Xn -A/ is nilpotent for then Lemma 3 will imply that T commutes with t/+. Since t/+ is one-to-one and commutes with S, it then follows that T also commutes with S.
We will in fact show that XQ has a decomposition as described in the proof Then the inner factor of cp -cp(a) is ((a -z)/(l -az))",.
Proof. The hypotheses imply that iz -af/icpiz)-cpia)) £ H°°<. Writing and noting that the inner-outer factorization of any function is unique, one easily concludes that the inner factor of cp -cpia) is iiz -a)/(l -äz))n (see p. 51 in [6] ). equal to \Tg\ «. It is interesting to note that although the commutant of T^ is ÍTzl , the weakly closed algebra generated by T^, and / is in fact smaller than |TZI ' [12] . It is also interesting to note that i/r , i/r2, i//^ ... all give rise to totally hyponormal Toeplitz operators. In fact, using Corollary 6 it is possible to describe a large class of functions cp e /j*°° such that T. and all its powers are totally hyponormal. where s = g.cd. in, k).
Proof. Observe that if T commutes with Tz" and T ¿ then it also commutes with Tz"(lveky Since 1 + z is outer, Theorem 3 implies that T also commutes with TzS where s can be described as in the corollary. 
